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Who is who and: why?



Whose side are you on?

Teach less calculating. Teach more maths.



Conrad Wolfram, TEDtalk, July 2010, Oxford





Computational thinking

http://curriculumvandetoekomst.slo.nl/21e-eeuwse-vaardigheden/digitale-geletterdheid/computational-thinking/voorbeeldmatig-leerplankader


As Is…

Should be



What would a European curriculum experiment on 

CBM/informatics look like?

1. A next generation STEM curriculum 
should contain a domain computer 
based mathematics;

2. Computational thinking and modelling
are key student skills;

3. Rich and challenging STEM problems
should evoke CBM activities.



NRO proposal 1

In technology-rich mathematics education, mathematics 
teachers nowadays experience two related challenges: 
1. fostering both mathematical thinking, central in the 

new Dutch mathematics curricula, 
2. and computational thinking, stressed in the Dutch 

informatics curriculum and the curriculum.nu reform. 

The main research question of the proposed study is: How 
can a teaching-learning strategy, focusing on the use of 
digital tools, support 16-17 years old pre-university students 
in developing computational thinking skills related to 
mathematical thinking in pure and applied mathematics 
courses?



NRO proposal 2

This study includes four phases: an inventory phase, 
consisting of a literature study and an expert interview 
study, a first design cycle in which two 5-lesson 
interventions are designed and piloted, a second design 
cycle phase, in which the revised intervention is field-
tested and learning outcomes are assessed, and a 
concluding phase on synthesizing, disseminating and 
upscaling results.



NRO proposal 3

The study’s results include a theory-informed, 
practice-oriented list of key elements of 
computational thinking related to mathematical 
thinking; empirically validated learning activities for 
upper secondary pre-university education students 
in pure and applied mathematics courses that 
promote these key aspects; instruments to assess 
the related learning outcomes; a teacher guide on 
learning activities targeting computational thinking 
and mathematical thinking using digital tools; a 
policy document to inform upcoming curriculum 
reform.



A possible relationship between mathematics and informatics
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How could teachers be involved by curriculum research around

CBM and informatics?



Whose side are you on?

Teach less calculating. Teach more maths.


